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Finding #3: Four future scenarios by REH

• Today‘s technology-based organizations meet
challenges like rapid product life-cycles, converging
industries, innovation-driven competition, or
social-political volatility

• A promising foresight approach to meet these
challenges is gaining in popularity: Open Foresight

• Open Foresight seeks to cope with environmental 
complexity by leveraging the knowledge of both
internal AND external sources of expertise

• We put this approach into practice with three
technology-based clusters in Northern Germany

• We hereby report on one of these clusters, 
Renewable Energy Hamburg (REH)

Introduction

• Collaborative foresight workshops with eleven
participating organizations in 2016/2017

• Additional insights by actively encouraging foresight
in two online communities reg. renewable energy

• Aim #1: Identify relevant drivers of change by
conducting an environmental analysis

• Aim #2: Complement the environmental analysis by
insights from online communities

• Aim #3: Create scenarios of renewable energy eco-
systems in 2040 based on preceding steps

Methodology

Finding #2: Environmental analyses by two online communities
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Conclusion
• We complemented finding #1 with insights from two online communities, 

Green Power Talk and Fieldlines.com

• By help of the communities, we added another 69 environmental factors

Hope
•Only moderate temperature rise
•Renewable energies prevail world-

wide, even in emerging countries
•Decentral, liberal energy markets with

‘prosumers‘ & little state interference
•New competitors in converging market

Full Transparency
•Moderate climate change and political

stability in inter-connected societes
•Digital management fosters decentral

energy supply with focus on renewables
• Energy market consists largely of

consuming and ‘prosuming‘ citizens

Unrest
• Extreme weather and natural disas-

ters cause aridity and famine
• Insufficient resources trigger poltical

conflict over scarce energy supply
•Renunciation of renewable energy in 

favor of robust battery technologies

Too Little, Too Late
•High temperature rise causes natural

disasters, conflicts and migration
•Governments respond with strict sur-

veillance, protectionism and isolation
•Centrally planned energy allocation
•Crumbling infrastructure, fossil sources

www.hsu-hh.de/tim

openforesight@hsu-hh.de

https://www.facebook.com/TIM.HSUHH

Finding #1: Environmental analysis by REH

• Sixteen representatives from organizations in REH 
collected a total of 122 environmental factors
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• Collaborative foresight workshops resulted in extensive 
environmental analysis and the creation of vivid scenarios

• Thereby, relevant drivers of change were identified

• We extracted additional insights from online communities
not only by passive observation but also by active
encouragement

• Organizations successfully conducted collaborative Open 
Foresight with the help of external sources of knowledge

Oil sucks, wind blows.

Fieldlines.com

Open Foresight research project was conducted by H. Koller, R. Jahn and M. Zeng in cooperation with REH. Poster design by R. Jahn. Scenario illustrations by C. Ochs.
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